
ANALYSIS OF DRY SEPTEMBER

"Dry September" by American writer William Faulkner ( to ) was first published in Scribner's magazine in It would seem,
then, that Will Mayes is murdered for being African-American. Only three characters in the story seem truly eager for
violence: McLendon, the "youth.

It may be because he has no role in creating violence. It is also interesting that Minnie appears to suffer a
breakdown while she is in the movie theatre. With the exception of Henry Hawkshaw the barber each man in
the barber shop believes the rumour that Will Mayes has raped Minnie Cooper. Note that when the man says,
"I don't live here, but by God, if our mother and wives and sisters â€” " he, too, subscribes to the White
Goddess myth. Let us know! Retrieved December 11,  Even to her. In , William Faulkner was honored with
his likeness on a cent postage stamp, presumably due in part to his service as Postmaster at the University of
Mississippi. For example, John McLendon, the leader of the murderous mob, might be skilled in killing
defenseless blacks, but he is anything but successful in his private life. Continue Reading. Although her
contemporaries married, Miss Minnie did not â€” but not because she didn't want to. At most, something must
have been hinted at. He questions the believability of Miss Minnie's charge, pleading with the group to
consider how "a lady will kind of think things about men when there aint any reason to. The first sentence
stresses the rapidity with which the rumor â€” "like a fire in dry grass" â€” has spread throughout the town.
Also, it has a settling effect after the intensely violent action we know has happened: "The dust swallowed
them; the glare and the sound died away. But by killing Homer, she sentences herself to total isolation. The
narration now shifts to the present time, and we see the marked change in Miss Minnie's behavior. This section
returns to the actions leading up to and including the murder. Again this sense of justice is based on prejudice.
His patience and persistence in wanting facts and justice represent the sane approach â€” in contrast to the
others' irrational violence. The "hemorrhage" of the moon intensifies the mob's rushing to capture Will; when
they force him into the car, their breathing is described as "a dry hissing," an image linked to the sound a
snake makes. These are people on the periphery. Part V focuses on McLendon. It not only can be seen as a
symbol of violence but it can be seen to represent violence in the past, present possibly and future. At the end,
when Minnie's friends exult that "[t]here's not a negro on the square. Faulkner also appears to be using
symbolism in the story, particularly the weather. Download it! Together, the five sections attempt to explain
the roots of the extraordinary violence depicted in the story. When the car returns, Hawkshaw hides in a ditch,
afraid that the mob might be hungry for more violence, this time against him. The youth's thirst for revenge is
out of sync with the older, wiser speakers who counsel finding out the truth, considering Minnie Cooper's
history of similar "scares," and getting the sheriff to "do this thing right. By organising a lynch mob,
McLendon is taking the law into his own hands and dispensing what he considers to be justice killing Will
Mayes.


